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A. Which part of the following plants do we eat ? Write 'L' for leaves, 'S' for seeds, 'F'

for flowers, 'R' for roots, and 'ST' for stems in the box. [8 × 1 = 8M]

1. 2. 3. 4.

5. 6. 7. 8.

8.

B. Write the name of these plants. You may take help from the help box.

[5 × 1 = 5M]

Tropical pitcher, Roridula, Brocchinia Reducta, Triphyophyllum, Moccasins

1. I am a plant. I produce long, sticky, "glandular" leaves that attract,

capture and digest insects. I am a 

2. I am a plant. I attract insects with my sweet scent. I am a 

3. I am a plant. I capture insects with my sticky hairs. I am a

4. I am a plant. I eat not only insects, but small Lizards, amphib-

ians, and even mammals. I am a 

5. I am a plant. I produce a sweet odor, which along witht the UV

rays, attract ants and other insects. I am a

Name : Section : Roll No.Roll No.
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C. Look at the pictures of plants and write their habitats. Pick your answer from the

help box. [6 × 1 = 6M]

Hot and Humid Areas, Beaches, ponds, Cool and mosit Areas,  Desert, swamps

1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.

D. Read the descriptions and write the tree name. Take help from the help box.

[6 × 1 = 6M]

Coconut, Mango, Jamun, Apple,  Neem, Banana

1. The fruit of this tree is bitter. Its leaves are used for medicinal
purpose. 

2. The fruit of this tree is very sweet. It is called the king of
fruits. 

3. The fruit of this tree is yellow and green in colour. Monkeys
love to eat it. 

4. This tree is grown in Kashmir and Himachal Pradesh. Eat
this fruit regularly to keep the doctor away.

5.  The fruit of this tree is green. We drink the sweet and cold water
inside it. 

6. This tree bears purple fruits. It can help to strengthen our
bone, make our skin healthy and control blood pressure and

diabetes. 

❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖

2 GK ★ FA - IVikram Text Book - 3
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A. Read the question and answer them with the help of pictures. [5 × 1 = 5M]

1. Which bird was used to carry messages from one place to

another in olden days ? 

2. Which animal carries babies in it's pouch ? 

3. Which animal has longest life ? 

4. Which is the largest land animal ? 

5. Which animal loves carrots and lives in burrow ? 

B. Read the clues and write the correct insect name. [5 × 1 = 5M]

Housefly, Mosquito, Bee, Caterpillar, Cricket

1. It is a tiny plant-eating creature. It hatches from eggs laid on

plants by the mother insect. It changes into a colourful insect.

..........................

2. It is a small thin insect. If the female insect bites you. You

may inflicted with malaria. .....................................

3. Related to the grasshopper, it eats both plants and other in-

sects. Its name is also the name of a sport. .................................

Name : Section : Roll No.Roll No.
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4. This insect dances in a figure of eight pattern. Its sting is in it's tail.

The male is called a drone. ...................................

5. This insect breeds in garbage heaps. It is also a carrier of the

cholera germ. ............................

C. Look at the pictures and write (R) for reptiles and (A) for amphibian with their

name. You may take help from the help box. [5 × 1 = 5M]

Crocodile, Frog, Tortoise, Lizard, Snake

D. Identify them by looking their body parts. Fill in the missing letters to get the

names of these animals. [5 × 1 = 5M]

E. Here are some animals that are amazing in many ways. Identify them and write

their names. [5 × 1 = 5M]

1. This animal is also known as Tibet's beast of burden. It has

long hair all over its body.  

2. This intelligent animal belongs to the family of apes and is very similar

to man. 

3. This sea animal has a horse - shaped head and armored plates

all over its body. 

4. This animal can swim as well as run fast. It has strong paws and sharp

claws to catch seal, fish and other prey. It is found in the Arctic region.

5. This animals lives in underground tunnels that it builds for itself.

❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖

2 GK ★ FA - IIVikram Text Book - 3

1. 3.2. 4. 5.

T — — — — — — C — WS — — — —K — — GA — — — T — — — R

1. 3.2. 4. 5.
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A. Write the missing letters. [5 × 1 = 5M]

  CONTINENTS OCEANS

1) — S — A 4) SO — T — E — N — — E — —

2) E — — O — — 5) P — C — F — — — C — A —

3) A — — C —

B. Read the descriptions and name the places using the help box given below.

[5 × 1 = 5M]

Amazon, Vatican city, Pacific ocean, Sahara, Angel Falls

1) The biggest hot desert.........................................

2) The highest waterfall..........................

3) The deepest ocean...............................................

4) The smallest country............................

5) The largest river by volume..................................

C. Read the clues, identify the books and write their names in the blanks. Pick your

answer from the help box. [3 × 1 = 3M]

Attendence Register, Dictionary, Diary

1) This book give meanings of words ...........................................

2) This is used by teacher to mark your presence of absence ......................

3) This book is used to record our daily routine .....................

Name : Section : Roll No.Roll No.

25
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D. A few sets of words are given below. Each set of words can be grouped together
under one name. Try to give one word common to each set, using the help box.

[4 × 1 = 4M]

Fruits, Games, Vehicles, Vegetables

1) Chess Ludo Carrom ....................................

2) Apple Mango orange ....................................

3) Potato Onion Cabbage ....................................

4) Car Scooter Auto ....................................

E. Write full form of the abbreviations given below. You may take help from the
helpbox. [3 × 1 = 3M]

Please Turn Over, Member of Parliament, United Kingdom

1) PTO ........................................................................................................

2) MP ............................................................................................................

3) UK ........................................................................................................

F. Find their old names by help of the help box. [4 × ½ = 2M]

Poone, Baroda, Cochin, Madras

1) Vadodara ...................................

2) Pune ...................................

3) Kochi ...................................

4) Chennai ...................................

G. Look at the pictures of foods fondly eaten by different countries and write their
names. [3 × 1 = 3M]

chillicrab, Potato chips, Masala Dosa

          United Kingdom Singapore          India

1) 2) 3)

❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖

2 GK ★ FA - IIIVikram Text Book - 3
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A. Name of some cups and trophies are given below. Write the name of the sports

they are associated with. Take help of help box. [3 × 1 = 3M]

Cricket, Football, Sailing

1) ICC world cup ......................................

2) America's cup .............................

3) FIFA cup ............................

B. Read the clues and answer them. You may take help from the help box.

[3 × 1 = 3M]

Director, Cameraman, Script writer

1) He instructs the actor. ..................................

2) He writes the script. .................................

3) He holds the camera. .........................

C. Answer the following questions. [3 × 1 = 3M]

If A is 2, B is 3, C is 5, and D is 10 find the value of the following.

1) D÷A×B = ..................................

2) A+C×D = ..................................

3) D×B×A = ..................................

Name : Section : Roll No.Roll No.

25

FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT - IV
Class - 3 :: Vikram General Knowledge

Time : 1Hour Max.Marks: 25
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Page No's. 43 - 54

Text Book - 3
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1 GK ★ FA - IVVikram Text Book - 3

✁
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D. Here are some useful tips for minor injuries. Match the following injuries with
correct useful tips. [3 × 1 = 3M]

Kind of Accident : What you need to do :

1) Bee sting ( ) a) Give water with a little salt and sugar in it.
Make the person be down in a cool place.

2) Finger cut ( ) b) Keep the ice on the sting and wash with cold
water. Apply calamine lotion to get relief from
itching.

3) Heat stroke ( ) c) Wash the cut, apply an antiseptic cream and cover
it with a plaster or bandage to keep it clean.

E. Every sports have their unique symbol. Write what the following symblos stand
for. You may take help from the help box. [3 × 1 = 3M]

Boxing, Cycling, Weight lifting

1) ........................ 2) ........................ 3) .....................

F. Read the descriptions and match them with the means of transportation.

[3 × 1 = 3M]

1) A high-speed train ( ) a)

first made in Japan.

2) A common means of transportation ( ) b)

in some mountain regions, it is used to

carry tourists up and down a mountain.

3) Commonly known as a space vehicle, ( ) c)

it is shaped like a pen and has taken

men to the moon.

2 GK ★ FA - IVVikram Text Book - 3
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G. Look at the pictures given below and write the name of sports. Choose your an-

swer from the help box. [5 × 1 = 5M]

Volleyball,  Football,  Longjump,  Swimming, Shooting  

H. Tick (�) the correct option. [2 × 1 = 2M]

1) Welcome a guest with a knife / smile.

2) Never / Always ask your guest for a drink : tea, coffee, cold drink etc. and serve /

not serve accordingly.

❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖

3 GK ★ FA - IVVikram Text Book - 3

✁
✁
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4 GK ★ FA - IVVikram Text Book - 3
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A. Write the name of these festivals. You may take help from the help box.

[4 × 1 = 4M]

Navaratri, Durgapuja, Shivaratri, Urs

1) This festival is celebrated in Gujarat. It is an important nine-day festival celebrated in

October, before Dusshera. People enjoy the typical dance called the Dandiya.

Ans. ................................................................

2) This festival is celebrated in Ajmer. It is celebrated at the dargah of sufi saint Khwaja

Moinuddin Chishti to commemorates his symbolic union with God.

Ans. ..............................................................

3) This is one of the largest and the most splendid festivals in the country. On this day,

idols of Durga are taken in elaborate procession to be immersed in the river.

Ans. ...............................................................

4) It is celebrated during the month of either February or March, depending upon the

last of the Hindu month of phagun. Devotees of Lord Shiva come along to Mohadeo

temple of Satpura Range.

Ans. ...........................................................

B. Tick (�) the right answer. [3 × 1 = 3M]

1. What is an Indian homemade cheese called ?

a) Dahi b) Paneer

c) Ghee d) Puri

Name : Section : Roll No.Roll No.

50

SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT - I
Class - 3 :: Vikram General Knowledge

Time : 2½ Hours Max.Marks: 50
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1 GK ★ SA - IVikram Text Book - 3

✁
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2. Lassi is a drink made from which diary product ?

a) Buttermilk b) Heavy Cream

c) Yogurt d) Cream Cheese

3. What is the traditional name given to an Indian ice-cream ?

a) Suji ka halwa b) Kulfi

c) Coot d) Daal

C. I lie in the North-East region of India. Read the clue and guess my name. Choose

your answer from the help box. [4 × 1 = 4M]

  Nagaland, Assam, Meghalaya, Arunachal Pradesh

1) I am the largest state in the north-east region. I am ...................................

2) My major festival is Bihu. I am ...................................

3) My name means 'the home of clouds' in Sanskrit. I am ...................................

4) My capital is kohima. I am ...................................

D. Read the question and answer them with the help of pictures. [4 × 1 = 4M]

1) Which reptile can change its colour ? .................................

2) Which reptile loves to eat frogs ? ......................................

3) Which animal cannot be seen in snow because of its white fur ?

......................................

4) Which animal resembles human beings ? ................................

2 GK ★ SA - IVikram Text Book - 3
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Cactus

3 GK ★ SA - IVikram Text Book - 3

E. Look at the pictures of plants and write their habitats. Pick your answer from  the

help box. [5 × 1 = 5M]

Desert, Beaches, Ponds, Dampsoil, Swamps

1. 2. 3.

4. 5.

F. Which part of the following plants do we eat ? Write 'L' for Leaves, 'S' for seeds, 'F'

for flower, 'R' for roots and 'ST' for stems in the box. [5 × 1 = 5M]

1. 2. 3.

4. 5.

✁
✁

Moss, Fungi Waterlily, Lotus

Mangrove Palms, Coconuts
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G. Read the descriptions and write the tree name. Take help from the help box.

[4 × 1 = 4M]

 Banana, Coconut, Neem, Mango

1) The fruit of this tree is green. We drink the sweet and cold

water inside it. ........................................

2) The fruit of this tree is very sweet. It is called the king of

fruits ........................................

3) The fruit of this tree is yellow and green in colour. Monkeys

love to eat it ........................................

4) The fruit of this tree is bitter. Its leaves are used for medicinal pur-

pose. .....................................

H. Read the clues and write the correct insect name. [4 x 1 = 4M]

1) Related to the grasshopper, it eats both plants and other

insects. Its name is also the name of a sport.

........................................

2) This insect dances in a figure of eight pattern. Its sting is in its tail.

The male is called a drone ........................................

3) This insect breeds in garbage heaps. It is also a carrier of the

cholera germ .....................................................

4) It is a flying champion. Millions of years ago it was as large as a

bird. While resting, its wings are fully open ...................

..................................

4 GK ★ SA - IVikram Text Book - 3
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I. Look at the picture and write (R) for reptiles and (A) for amphibian with their

names. [7 × 1 = 7M]

Salamander, Eel, Alligator, Turtle, Chameleon, Mudpuppy, Toad

1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.

7.

J. Here are some animals that are amazing in many ways. Identify them and write

their names. [5 × 1 = 5M]

1) This sea animal has a horse-shaped head and armored plates

all over its body. ........................................

2) This animal raises its spines when attacked by an enemy.

....................................................

3) This animal is also known as Tibet's beast of burden. It has

long hair all over its body. .....................................................

5 GK ★ SA - IVikram Text Book - 3

✁
✁
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6 GK ★ SA - IVikram Text Book - 3

4) This animal can swim as well as run fast. It has strong paws and

sharp claws to catch seal, fish and other prey. It is found in the

Arctic region. ........................................

5) This animal lives in underground tunnels that it builds for

itself. .......................................

K. Identify them by looking their body parts. Fill in the missing letters to get the

names of these animals. [5 × 1 = 5M]

1. 2. 3.

4. 5.

❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖

H — — — —B — A —

C — —

E — E — — A — —

L — — P — — —
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A. Look at the following things and write the units in which they are measured. You

many take help from the help box. [5 × 1 = 5M]

Litre, Metre, Degree Centigrade, Dozen, Newton

Name : Section : Roll No.Roll No.

50

SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT - II
Class - 3 :: Vikram General Knowledge

Time : 2½ Hours Max.Marks: 50

C - 19

Syllabus :
Text Book : (1 to 28 Lessons)
Page No's. 7 - 42

Text Book - 3
Vikram

1 GK ★ SA - IIVikram Text Book - 3

Temperature

2)

✁
✁

Banana

3)

Water

1)

Cloth

4)

Force

5)
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B. Read these questions related to human body and answer them choose your an-

swer from the help box. [5 × 1 = 5M]

Nostrils, Skin, Brain, Eyes, Heart

1) The two holes in your nose are called ? .....................................

2) What is the human body's biggest organ ? ................................

3) Which is the organ to sight ? .................................

4) Which is the master organ of our body ? ...............................

5) Which organ in our body pumps blood ? .........................

C. Write full form of the abbreviations given below. You may take help from the help

box. [4 × 1 = 4M]

Life Insurance Corporation, United States of America,

Very Important Person, Do It Yourself

1) USA ...........................................................

2) VIP ...........................................................

3) DIY ...........................................................

4) LIC ...........................................................

D. A few sets of words are given below. Each set of words can be grouped together

under one name. Try to give one word common to each set, using the help box.

[5 × 1 = 5M]

Tools, Furniture, Currency, Jewellery, Metals

1) Silver Iron Gold ...................................

2) Screw Driver Hammer Pliers ...................................

3) Chair Table Sofa ...................................

4) Yen Rupee Euro ...................................

5) Earing Bangle Necklace ...................................

2 GK ★ SA - IIVikram Text Book - 3
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E. Look at the pictures of some great authors and write their books below each

pictures. [4 × 1 = 4M]

The Golden Threshold, The Discovery of India,

Gitanjali, The Story of My Experiments with Truth

1) Jawaharlal Nehru .................................

2) Mahatma Gandhi .................................

3) Sarojini Naidu ...........................................................................

4) Rabindranath Tagore .................................................................

F. Read the clues, identify the books and write their names in the blanks. Pick your
answer from the help box. [3 × 1 = 3M]

Passbook, Magazine, Encyclopedia

1) This is printed every week, fortnight, month, quarter etc .................

2) This book shows our bank statement .....................................

3) This book gives information about various subjects ...............................

G. Read the descriptions and name the places using the help box given below.
[3 × 1 = 3M]

Three Gorges Dam, Burj Khalifa, Grand Central Terminal

1) The largest Dam ..........................................................

3 GK ★ SA - IIVikram Text Book - 3

✁
✁
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2) The largest Railway Station ........................................

3) The Tallest Man-made structure .....................................

H. Find out their special names by help of the help box. [5 × 1 = 5M]

City of Nawabs, City of lakes, Golden city, Twincity, Heaven of India

1) Jammu & Kashmir .................................................................

2) Srinagar .................................................................

3) Lucknow .................................................................

4) Hyderabad .................................................................

5) Amritsar .................................................................

I. Tick (�) the right answer. [3 × 1 = 3M]

1) What is 'Ghee' ?

a. A type of chutney b. A flour made of chickpeas

c. Clarified butter d. A vegetable grown in orissa

2) What do you call a dish having rice and coconut as the main ingredients ?

a. Chawal b. Masala chawal

c. Palak Chawal d. Naryal Chawal

3) Gaajar Ka Halwa is a

a. a dessert b. soup

c. carrot pudding d. curd rice

4 GK ★ SA - IIVikram Text Book - 3
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5 GK ★ SA - IIVikram Text Book - 3

J. Write the name of these plants. You may take help from the help box.

[3 × 1 = 3M]

Venus, Tropical pitcher, Moccasins

1. I am a plant. I capture and eat those insects that come near to me. I am a .......................

.......................

2. I am a plant. I attract insects with my sweet scent. I am a ..............................

3. I am a plant. I eat not only insects, but small lizards, amphibians and even mammals.

I am a .................................

K. Read the clue and guess my name. Choose your answer from the help box.

[3 × 1 = 3M]

Neer Mahal, Loktak, Kaziranga, National Park

1. I am the largest freshwater lake in the north-east. I am ......................................

2. I am the only lake palace of the northeastern state. I am ....................................

3. I am the natural home of the one-horned Rhinoceros. I am .................................

L. Write missing letters. [4 × 1 = 4M]

Continents Oceans

1)  — N — I —  —  — C — A — 2) A — C — L —  — C —  — N

3)  — N —  — R — T —  — A 4) S — U — H A —   — R — C —

M. Identify the types of doctor. Whom we consult when we have problem with these

body parts. [3 × 1 = 3M]

Dermatologist, Orthodontist, Cardiologist

1) I have crooked teeth. I consult to ......................................

2) My father has red rashes on his skin.

He went to the ...................................

3) My grand father often complains of extreme tiredness and

discomfort in his chest. He consult to ..........................................

.............................

❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖

✁
✁



24

6 GK ★ SA - IIVikram Text Book - 3
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Name : Section : Roll No.Roll No.

50

SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT - III
Class - 3 :: Vikram General Knowledge

Time : 2½ Hours Max.Marks: 50

C - 19

Syllabus :
Text Book : (1 to 43 Lessons)
Page No's. 7 - 59

Text Book - 3
Vikram

✁
✁

A. Write the missing signs. [4 × ½ = 2M]

1) 300 5 4 = 301

2) 77 2 146 = 300

3) 7 7 49 = 0

4) 40 5 73 = 118

B. Match the following injuries with correct useful tips. [3 × 1 = 3M]

Kind of Accident What you need to do

1) Nose bleeding ( ) a) Cool burns with cold water or ice and keep

them clean and apply ointment.

2) Minor burn ( ) b) Give water with a little salt and sugar in it. Make

the person be down in a cool place.

3) Heat stroke ( ) c) Pinch the nose and hold it for 78 minutes till

the bleeding stops wrap ice in a handkerchief

and apply it to the nose.

1 GK ★ SA - IIIVikram Text Book - 3
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C. These words are not in the correct order. Can you put them in ascending order.

[3 × 1 = 3M]

1) Child Adult Baby Teenage

....................................................................................................................................

2) Week Month Day Year

....................................................................................................................................

3) thousands ones hundreds tens

....................................................................................................................................

D. Tick (�) the one which not belongs to the group in each row. [2 × 1 = 2M]

1) Car, Scooter, truck

cycle bus grapes

2) Christmas, Onam, Diwali

Dussehra Holi Snail

E. Tick (�) the correct option to answer the following. [3 × 1 = 3M]

1) If two semi-circles are joined, what would you get ?

an oval a circle

2) Which one of these can have two open sides ?

cone cylinder

3) What will you add to a glass of lemonade to make it chilled ?

ice water

F. Answer these riddles with the help of pictures ? [2 × 1 = 2M]

1) What starts with the letter 't', is filled with 't' and ends

with 't' ? ...........................................

2) What is a white man with a black hat ? .................................

2 GK ★ SA - IIIVikram Text Book - 3
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3 GK ★ SA - IIIVikram Text Book - 3

G. Here are some famous trade names. Match them with the product they are asso-
ciated them. [5 × 1 = 5M]

1) Cadbury ( ) a)

2) Apsara ( ) b)

3) Bru ( ) c)

4) Reynolds ( ) d)

5) Britania ( ) e)

H. Look at the pictures of foods fondly eaten by different countries and write their

names. [3 × 1 = 3M]

Chickenparm, Tacos, French Toast

1) Mexico 2) Hongkong 3) Australia
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I. Solve the crossword with the help of clues. [8 × ½ = 4M]

Down :

1)  A pair of denim trousers is also called a pair of 

2) We wear this to protect our head from cold.

4) Sweaters are made of this material.

5) Pants but not full.

7) We wear them to protect our feet.

Across :

3) We wear it to protect from rain.

6) We put them to cover our hands.

8) Summer clothes are made from this fabric.

4 GK ★ SA - IIIVikram Text Book - 3

3
R

2
C

1
J

4
W

5
S

6
G

7
S

8
C
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J. Read the descriptions and name the places using the help box given below.

[4 × 1 = 4M]

Angel Falls, Shanghai, Lake Baikal, Chail

1) 2)

3) 4)

K. Which part of the following plants do we eat ? Write 'L' for Leaves, 'S' for seeds, 'F'

for flower, 'R' for roots and 'ST' for stems in the box. [4 × 1 = 4M]

1. 2.

3. 4.

5 GK ★ SA - IIIVikram Text Book - 3

✁
✁
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L. Tick (�) the right answer. [4 × 1 = 4M]

1) Which one of the following is not the protein found in flour ?

a) Albumein b) Globulein

c) Gliadien d) Legumein

2) Which of these is a dish made of wheat flour ?

a) Palak paneer b) Rasogolla

c) Dosa d) Chapsathi

3) Which one of the following is responsible for browning of the bread ?

a) Baking b) Caramelising

c) Steaming d) Millard reaction

4) Chapthi's are made from which flour ?

a) Rice flour b) Maida

c) Wheat flour d) Dal powder

M. Read these questions related to human body and answer them choose your an-

swer from the help box. [4 × 1 = 4M]

Ribcage, 2, Nose, 20

1) What is the name of thick bone cage that protects our lungs and heart ? .......................

2) Which organ helps us to smell ? ........................

3) How many lungs does the human body have ? ........................

4) How many milk teeth do children have in all ? ........................
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N. Read the clues and answer them. You may take help from the help box.

[3 × 1 = 3M]

Make-up Artist, Costume Designer, Singer

1) He designs the costumes. ................................

2) She applies make-up. ................................

3) He / She sings songs for actor. ................................

O. Every sports have their unique symbol. Write what the following symbols stands

for. You may take help of help box. [4 × 1 = 4M]

Skiing, Waterpolo, Diving, Rowing

1) 2)

3) 4)

❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖

✁
✁
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